TV logo system TEXTUS LOGO
TEXTUS LOGO system offers functionality to insert TV channel‘s logotips. Logo image can be static graphic picture or
animated video with alpha up to full screen. Logo system provides composition of the static logo and animated state at the
required time. This function is very useful sometimes to animate a
static logo. Digital clock is available on the air together with logo.
Digital clock can be positioned anywhere on the screen with any
TRUE TYPE font of any size, color and different character
attributes.
Clock turning on/off is controled independently from
the logo turning on/off. Remote control panel for 32 logos is
available as option. In that case all of system functions are controled
by the remote panel. GPI input provides a possibility to turn off logo
by external device. 4:3 and 16:9 aspect ratios are available for SD.
Four (4) independent channels with unlimited layers each allow
flexible composing of logo, graphic, animation.
TEXTUS LOGO system can function as source for video
switcher (DSK FILL, DSK KEY outputs signals) or as logo inserter
into video signal. BYPASS function when computer is turned off is
also provided. External mixer fader offers manual
control of the subtitle mixing level and BYPASS
function. Logo can also be played together with audio
signals.

Technical specifications:
Operating system:
Graphic board:
Graphic resolution:
Alpha channel:
Inputs:
Outputs:
BYPASS function:
External mixer fader:
Fonts:
Fonts attributes:
Graphic pictures formats:
Animated video formats:
Computer requirements:

Windows 7, Windows 10
DecLink Extreme 4K, Alpha HD (Stream Labs)
24 bit
8 bit
HD/ SD SDI, HDMI (PROGRAMM, REFERENCE)
HD/ SD SDI, HDMI (PROGRAMM, DSK FILL, DSK KEY)
yes
yes (optional)
TRUE TYPE
italic, border, shadow, outline, B

tga, jpg, png, psd, bmp, tif, B
tga, png, avi, fli, flc, swf, B
CPU i7 3.6GHz, 8GB RAM; 2x SSD 240GB; VGA;
19" 4U rackmount
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